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Programme
Activity

Duration

Time

Guide

Registration & Welcome

10 min

8:30

8:40

Activity 1: Caps Requirements for Literature

10 min

8:40

8:50

Activity 2: Poetry Critical Analysis: Spring

35 min

8:50

9:25

Activity 3: Poem by Barolong Seboni

40 min

9:25

10:15

Activity 4: Cognitive Levels of Questions

30 min

10:15

10: 45

Activity 5: Poetry Annotation: To learn how to speak…

30 min

10:45

11:15

Break

30 min

11:05

11:45

Activity 6: Teaching Short Stories: A Chip of Glass Ruby

40 min

11:45

12:25

Activity 7: Drama: My Children My Africa

40 min

12:25

13:10

Activity 8: Extract: My Children My Africa

30 min

13: 10

13:40

10 min

13:40

13:50

Appendices
Questions/Evaluation/Closure

Checklist of items required for this Workshop
Handouts
Copies of Planning and Tracking document for grade
12
Copies of the Participants’ Workbook

Number
1 per participant
1 per participant

Other items
For each participant, the EFAL learning resources.
These will include Learner’s Books and Teacher’s
Guides

1 set per participant;
participants should
bring their own

Pens and paper for planning lessons

As required

Flipchart or board
Data Projector/Laptop/cables/microphones/ speakers

As required

Request Participants to bring Literary Texts

As required
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Check

Teaching of Literary Texts

The workshop will focus on intensive reading and formal study of literary texts.
Participants will,











Understand the distinctive qualities of different literary forms. e.g. a poem has different
characteristics from a novel.
Identify and explain figurative language and rhetorical devices as they appear in different texts
(metaphors, similes …)
Identify and explain the author’s/ poet’s/ producer’s intention
Explain choice and effectiveness in poetry of how elements support message/ theme.
(Elements include figures of speech, imagery, structural elements and sound devices.)
Explain choice and effectiveness in drama of how elements support message/ theme. Elements
could include plot, climax, characterization, stage directions, dramatic irony, and setting.
Explain choice and effectiveness in short stories/novels of how elements support message/
theme. (role of the narrator, structural elements e.g. plot, exposition, rising action, conflict,
climax, falling action, denouement etc.
Teachers will also be able to incorporate appropriate assessment strategies to evaluate
& improve learner performance:
Identify the various levels of questions.
Set questions as prescribed by the CAPS document and in accordance with the grade 12 NCE
examinations.
Suggest ways to improve performance according to the Examiners’ Diagnostic Report.

Activity 1 Educators work individually
Refer to the CAPS documents with regard to Literary Studies.
1. Mark the bullet points with a tick if you use them in your teaching
2. Write down other methods you use successfully, that are not listed in the CAPS document.
3. Highlight those aspects that we should examine more closely.

Excerpt from CAPS REQUIREMENTS FOR TEACHING LITERATURE
Approaches to teaching literature (p16)
The main reason for reading literature is to develop in learners a sensitivity to a special use of language
that is more refined, literary, figurative, symbolic than what else might be required. Serious writers create
novels, play sand poems because they have ideas, thoughts, issues, principles, ideologies and beliefs that
they most want to share with or reveal to their prospective readers. The teaching of literature is
impossible without personal, thoughtful and honest interpretations and comments from the learners
themselves. Unless they learn how to understand a literary text on their own, they have not learnt much…
interpretation is not about right or wrong- it is about searching for what is meaningful to the reader. The
best way to approach the teaching of literature would involve some or all of the following:
 Read as much of the text in class as possible. It is essential that learners have a clear idea of
what is going on the most basic level of the text. Poetry should be taught, not poems.
 The purpose of teaching literary texts is to show how language can be used with subtlety,
intelligence, imagination and flair. This means taking a close look at how text is created,
manipulated and re-arranged to clarify and emphasise what is expressed. Such work might
involve examining the presence or absence of imagery; what kind of imagery being selected by
the writer and why; sentence structures and paragraphing or the layout of poems; continuing
motifs through the text; the use of symbol, sound or colour where appropriate.
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Creative activity should be attached closely to the study of any literary text. Literature teaching
is not about right answers
Intensive reading focusing on the formal study of literature
Understand the distinctive qualities of different literary forms. E.g. a poem has different
characteristics from a novel
Identify and explain figurative language and rhetorical devices as they appear in different texts
(metaphors, similes, et)
Identify and explain the author’s/ poet’s/ producer’s intention
Explain choice and effectiveness in poetry of how elements support message/ theme. (Elements
include figures of speech, imagery, structural elements and sound devices...)
Explain choice and effectiveness in drama of how elements support message/ theme. Elements
also could include plot, climax, characterization, stage directions, dramatic irony, and setting.
Explain choice and effectiveness in short stories/ novels of how elements support message/
theme. (role the narrator, structural elements e.g. plot, exposition, rising action, conflict, climax,
falling action, denouement etc.

What methods do you use successfully when teaching literature?
1
2
3

Section A

Studying Poetry Activity 2: Critical Analysis - Plenary

Explore the possibilities of the Teaching of Poetry using the Pre – While - Post Reading Phases.
Spring, by Gerard Manley Hopkins, 1844 – 1889
Nothing is so beautiful as spring—

1

When weeds, in wheels, shoot long and lovely and lush;
Thrush’s eggs look little low heavens, and thrush
Through the echoing timber does so rinse and wring
The ear, it strikes like lightnings to hear him sing;

5

The glassy peartree leaves and blooms, they brush
The descending blue; that blue is all in a rush
With richness; the racing lambs too have fair their fling.
What is all this juice and all this joy?
A strain of the earth’s sweet being in the beginning

10

In Eden garden. - Have, get, before it cloys,
Before it clouds, Christ, lord, and sour with sinning,
Innocent mind and Mayday in girl and boy,
Most, O maid’s child, thy choice and worthy the winning.

14
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Pre-reading
Teacher and learners discuss the differences in the seasons between England and South Africa.
Show pictures, if available of winter scenes in cold countries such as England.
Review the structure or form of the sonnet – refer to the Shakespearean sonnet structure with
its alternating rhyme scheme - with the two quatrains forming the octet and the final 6 lines
forming the sestet with its closing couplet.
While - Reading
Explain the “sprung rhythms” used by Hopkins, which has the following features:
Use of alliteration and assonance to enhance effect.
His use of deviant or incorrect grammar, whereby some function words such as prepositions
and even verbs are left out of sentences.
Teacher reads poem aloud, drawing attention to features of Hopkins’ “Sprung rhythm.”
Notice that the entire octet is one compound sentence consisting of 5 main clauses - all
separated by semi colons (;). What effect does this structure give to the poem?
The sestet on the other hand – begins with a question, then a pause followed by two complete
sentences. The pace is thus slowed down and deliberate.
The magic of Spring is conveyed in the octet by a richness of sensory – sound, texture, colour
movement, muscular straining, physical, almost visceral. The sestet on the other hand is all
thought and reflection and belief or faith.
A second reading could focus on the rhyme scheme – get learners to code it – abba, abba. The
limiting to two recurring sounds suggests a tighter or more compact structure. The sestet’s cd
cd cd also suggests measure of control in the organization of the ideas expressed.
An intensive third reading focuses on the use of words
Comment on use of ‘so beautiful’ in line 1 instead of the more acceptable ‘as beautiful’. Which
of the two words (so / as) is the stronger in the context of the poem?
Alliteration is the repetition of consonants in different words. Give the three consonants used
alliteratively in line 2.
What part of speech is ‘shoot’ in line 2? Is it a verb or noun? In line 2, what is the effect of
using ‘and’ twice?
‘Thrush’s eggs look little low heavens”. Is this a simile or metaphor?
The song or sound of the thrush (a bird) “rinses and wrings” the ear. What activity do you
associate with rinsing and wringing with? What effect does the thrush’s sound have on his ear
and how is this similar to the effects of spring?
Comment on the imagery in ‘like lightning’s’ and on the unexpected use of the plural
‘lightnings.’
The pear tree leaves and blooms ‘brush’ the ‘blue’ of the sky. What other colours are indicated
in this picture?
The octet refers to a great deal of movement “the racing lambs too have fair their fling”. List
the other instances of movement in the octet.
The sestet begins with a question – ‘what is all this juice and joy? What do you think is the poet
feeling about the signs of spring in this question?
The word ‘strain’ has three sensory associations – one muscular, one auditory and the third
visual. Can you explain these likely meanings?
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The word ‘sweet’ in line 2 of the sestet adds another sensory detail – (taste) show how this
meaning is linked in the following line in the sestet beginning – “Have…”



The references ‘Eden garden’ and ‘Christ” introduce a fundamental meaning to the poem. What
is it? (Creation-Sin-redemption)?



The sonnet in its first 12 lines refers to plant growth (weeds) birds (eggs + birdsong) trees (leaves
and blooms) and animals (lambs). What is brought in the final two lines of the poem?

Activity 3 Poem: Poem by Barolong Seboni
Group Work
Study the following poem, Poem by Barolong Seboni. Discuss the poem and complete the template
provided, using the guidelines below:




















Background of poet.
Discuss the context of poem using the setting in terms of time and place.
Title: What information does the title give you?
Speaker: Is the speaker addressing someone in particular? Who or what?
Is the poem trying to make a point, win an argument, move someone to action? Or is it just expressing
something without requiring an answer?
What is the speaker’s mood? Is the speaker angry, sad, happy, cynical? How do you know?
Structure: How is the poem organized? How is it divided up? Are there individual stanzas or numbered
sections? What does each section or stanza discuss? How are the sections or stanzas related to each
other? (Poems don’t usually jump around randomly; the poet probably has some sort of organization
in mind, like steps in an argument, movement in time, changes in location or viewpoint, or switches
in mood
Rhythm: Just like with music, you can tell if a poem is sad or happy if you listen carefully to the rhythm.
Also, heavily stressed or repeated words give you a clue to the overall meaning of the poem. How do
alliteration, assonance and onomatopoeia enhance the rhythm and musicality of the poem?
Diction: Begin by making sure you understood the dictionary meanings of these words (their
denotative meaning). Now you have to consider their visual and emotional effects, the symbols and
figures of speech (the connotative meaning). How would you characterize the poet’s word choice? Is
it formal, conversational? Does the poet use “street talk” or slang, formal English, foreign language
phrases, or jargon?
Figurative Language: Identify and explain the figurative language used in
the poem. Look for similes, metaphors etc. How do they contribute to the meaning and overall
effect of the poem?
Tone: Who is speaking? Listen to the voice. Is it a man or a woman? Someone young or old? Is any
particular race, nationality, religion, etc. suggested? Does the voice sound like the direct voice of the
poet speaking to you, expressing thoughts and feelings? Is a separate character being created,
someone who is not necessarily like the poet at all (a persona)?
Intention: why did the poet write this poem?
Punctuation: Why did the poet use lower/upper case. Comment on use of punctuation marks?
Symbolism: A symbol is an event or a physical object (a thing, a person, a place) that represents
something non-physical such as an idea, a value, or an emotion. For example, a ring is symbolic of
unity and marriage. Are certain objects or actions symbolic in the poem? Explain

Poem by Barolong Seboni
We do not need
these jaggered words
that dig a trench between us
each time they are uttered

1

5

those epithets
sharp like spokes
that pierce the heart when spoken

5

there is no room in my cup
for these acidic words of sarcasm
that corrode my sensitivity
10
these cold and icy terms tossed
to deaden the heart
venomous words
from your serpentine tongue
that infect the feeling….

15

Let us speak, love
In gentler tones
timid as the lamb
is soft
woolly words
worn to stand strong against the
cold-bitterness of the world.

20

Better still
let us search in our speech
for words deep as the soul is still
that will spell our thoughts
in the silence of our smiles.

25

Template for Poetry
Background of Poet
Setting & Context
Title
Speaker
Outline of the poem
Title
Structure
Rhythm/Rhyme
Diction
Punctuation
Figures of speech
(1) Simile
Figures of speech
(2) Metaphors
Figures of speech
(3) Personification
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Other Poetic Devices
Intention of the poet

Symbolism
Tone
Theme (Underlying
Message)

Activity 4 Cognitive levels of questioning
Groups of 4
Review the questions below and select those that can be used in an Examination
Question Paper on Poetry. Consider the cognitive levels: Refer to Appendix 1
1 To whom does the first person pronoun ‘we’ refer?

(Line 1)

(2)

2. List 5 words used by the poet that have negative connotations.

(5)

3. Describe the relationship between the speaker and the person being spoken to.

(3)

4. Which two words in stanza 3 are closely related and can be used together: Choose the
correct answer from those listed below:
i.

sarcasm and sensitivity

ii.

room and cup

iii.

acidic and corrode

(2)

5. Match the words in Column A with their meanings in Column B
1. Jaggered

A.terms of abuse

2. Epithets

B. Poisonous/vicious/spiteful

3. Serpentine

C. not smooth/rough/
harsh/irregular

4. Timid

D. snake-like

5. Venomous

E. Meek/fearful
(5)

6. Identify the figures of speech in each of these lines: Note that there may be more than
one imagery used.
6.1. ‘jaggered words that dig a trench between us’ (line 3)
6.2. those epithets sharp like spokes that pierce the heart’ (lines 5/6)
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6.3. for words deep as the soul is still’ (line 25)

(3)

7. Choose any one of the figures of speech in Question 6, say what things are being
compared and why the poet has chosen to use it.
(3)
8. Examine the use of the words ‘spokes’ (line 6) and ‘spoken’ in (line 7) Explain the
difference in meanings of the words in the context of the poem.
(4)
9. Name two literary devices that are cleverly used in ‘soft woolly words worn.’
(lines 18 to 20)

(2)

10. What are the possible reasons for the speaker using ‘we’ and ‘us’ in stanza 1 and then ‘my’
and ‘my’ in stanza 3?
(2)
11. What is the appeal the speaker makes in Stanza 5 and 6. Quote from the stanzas to support
your answer?
(3)
12. The poem begins with an argument and eventually the speaker suggests a possible solution.
Do you think that this solution to the problem will be a lasting one? Give reasons for your
opinions. (3)
13. The poem focuses on how words can hurt deeply. Would you agree that ‘words’ used
carelessly or maliciously by people can cause deep pain? Substantiate your response. Then use
an example from your experience to illustrate your opinion.
(3)
14. Some may argue that the speaker is too harsh in his choice of words in the poem. Do you
agree? Give reasons

(3)

15. Discuss the theme or underlying message the poem conveys.

(2)

16. Comment on the title of the poem, Poem.

(2)

17. If you were the poet, what title would you give this poem.

(1)[45]

Activity 5: Poetry: Annotation: To learn how to speak
Individual Activity
Read the following poem, To learn how to speak by Jeremy Cronin. Use annotation
techniques like highlighting, similar markings, and adding notes to make meaning of what
the poet wants to convey and what techniques he uses to do so: (Look at Discussion
Questions below to guide your analysis). QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT
1. There is not a single complete sentence in this poem. Why not?
2. The poem starts and ends with “To learn to speak …” In between are some fourteen phrases that
begin with “to” + a verb: to parse … stammer, call, cry, babble, etc.), all to do with human speech.
How do these relate to the title of the poem?
3. Why did the poet cast this poem in free verse, i.e. without stanzas, metre, rhyme, etc.?
4. This is a poem, written in English yet it contains words from several other languages. Why?
5. The poem includes a wide range of images from the ‘land’: rivers, stones, wagon-trails, water
table, planetarium, shacks, etc. What is their purpose here?
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6. Marks all examples of repetition in the poem.
7. What do you think was the poet’s intention in writing this poem? How does he want the reader to
respond?
A SUGGESTION Besides our different languages, what other activities could help to promote
understanding between people from various cultural backgrounds, whether in South Africa or
elsewhere in the world?
To learn how to speak…
To learn to speak
With the voices of the land,
To parse the speech in its rivers,
To catch in the inarticulate grunt,
Stammer, call, cry, babble, tongue’s knot
A sense of the inarticulate grunt,
Stammer, call, cry, babble, tongue’s knot
A sense of the stoniness of these stories
From which all words are cut.
To trace with the tongue wagon-trails
Saying the suffix of their aches in –kuil, pan, -fontein,
In watery names that confirm
The dryness of their ways.
To visit the places of occlusion, or the lick
In a vlei-bank dawn.
To bury my mouth in the pit of your arm,
In that planetarium,
Pectoral beginning to the nub of time
Down there close to the water-table, to feel
The full moon as it drums
At the back of my throat
Its cow-skinned vowel.
To write a poem with words like:
I’m telling you,
Stompie, stickfast, golovan,
Songololo, just boombang, just
To understand the least inflections,
To voice without swallowing
Syllables born in tin shacks, or catch
The 5.15 ikwata bust fife
Channisberg train, to reach
The low chant of the mine gang’s
Mineral glow of our people’s unbreakable resolve.
To learn how to speak
With the voices of this land.
Guidelines: Genre: South African Protest Poetry
General Characteristics:
 Unconventional Structure
 No regular rhyme scheme
 Repetition for Effect
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Use of Pronouns
Lack of Punctuation
Thematic Strands
Arguments Presented

GLOSSARY

Parse
Inarticulate

resolve/deconstruct (a sentence) into its component parts and describe their syntactic roles.
unable to express one's ideas or feelings clearly or easily.

kuil-pan, -fontein, vlei Afrikaans wet places: pool; shallow depression in the earth; spring; marsh
occlusion

when something blocks a tube or opening in the body/blockage in water flow in a stream of in
making sounds in one’s throat.

pectoral beginning to the nub of time pertaining to the chest/ Speech. (of a vocal quality) appearing to come
from resonance in the chest; full or deep/where time started inside the human chest
water-table
planetarium

the level below which the ground is saturated with water.
a domed building in which images of stars, planets, and constellations are projected for
public entertainment or education.
cow-skinned drums are covered with cow skin on the top and bottom using a lacing system/top part
of the drum on which the player’s hands beat
stompie
South African, slang for a cigarette butt/ a short man.
stickfast
(conjecture, from Afrikaans steek vas) to get stuck; hold tight
golovan
ox cart or a smaller version using two donkeys/ tip truck used in the mines.
Songololo:
Xhosa: millipede, long black insect which curls up into a spiral when in danger
inflections
stressing the syllables in words which can affect meaning/pitch, sound & mood
ikwata
a quarter past five
Chwannisberg Johannesburg
boom-bang
action done hurriedly/hastily
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Section B

Teaching Short stories
Short stories contain the same elements which can be found in novels or fictional writing, and in plays
or dramas. These elements are simply shortened and the action of the story is abbreviated to fit into
what would probably form less than a chapter in an ordinary novel.
Short stories usually seem more dramatic or have a greater impact than novels, precisely because the
build-up to the action is shorter and takes place over a few pages thus causing the pace of the story
to be more rapid. The build-up also becomes much closer in proximity to the action, and so is more
easily remembered and carries greater effect than in a novel where what happened several chapters
previously may not always be carried forward successfully by the reader to later chapters.



The basic elements of the short story are:
The setting
The duration of the story/time span (in story-time, although often this is not clearly set out where
not important)
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The characters
The plot
The theme
Narration and style of story
Setting
The backdrop to the story is important, as it, like the scenery and props on stage in a play, sets the
scene for what we are about to read. The place and its description also key the reader in to what kind
of characters we can expect to meet, how they are likely to talk and to behave. Finally, the setting also
tells us something about the style, which the author of the story will adopt.
The duration or time span of the story
This is sometimes vital to the story, and, at others, completely irrelevant. It may be important to know
that when the story relates to a Death-Row prisoner, the story is unfolding with 29 hours to go before
the death penalty is imposed. Alternatively, if a bomb is set to explode in 40 minutes, it will be
important to discover that a story titled 40 Minutes is about the feelings of the bomb expert who tries
to dismantle or disarm the bomb in 40 seconds.
In some cases, a story may run over a number of weeks or months and, because this detail is not
important to the story, it is never really emphasised. It is also very skillful on behalf of an author to be
able to cover a time span of many years in a four or five-page story.
The characters and characterization
In a short story, unlike in a novel, there is little time or space to fully develop a character. In many
short stories, you will thus find that characters possess unique characteristics by which we come to
identify and know them. A twitch of an eyebrow, a feeling of loneliness may give shape and definition
to the character to a greater degree than any long descriptions or explanations or dense dialogue in
which we learn all about the character. We seldom get to know the characters of short stories very
well. They are with us for too brief a time. Nevertheless, characters are vital – they must be believable
in order for the reader to be drawn into the story, and so for the story to work (succeed) as a story. In
most instances, only one character is developed in detail. Often, the characters may be exposed to
the reader through the observations of other characters, either in their thoughts or through their
verbal comment represented as dialogue.
As readers we also make assumptions and judgments of characters based on what we observe of their
actions. For instance, if a story opens with a young boy verbally abusing his mother, we will take issue
with this and think badly of his character. However, later we may discover that his mother has sold all
his books to get money to buy liquor.





The characters in a short story drive the plot, or the action. This happens because we sometimes
anticipate or expect actions or behaviour from characters, which will then either satisfy us when we
are faced with confirmation of our expectations, or surprise us when the author twists the expected,
which also brings with it a kind of pleasure.
Characters are judged by:
what they do or don’t do (their actions),
what they say or don’t say,
what other say about them.
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The Plot
The action of the story is very important, as it is this which carries the story along to play out a theme
to realise our expectations. The plot is the design to which the setting and characters and dialogue
must be matched. It is what actually happens without all the feeling and excitement which comes
from the character development.
In the sketch above, we have not even looked at where this happens, whether it takes place over one
year, or 20, and the characters involved, for instance, what are they like, how they feel and what they
say, yet it is a storyline nevertheless.
The plot follows a sequence. Some event must happen in order to lead on to the next event, and so
on. This sequence does not always happen in order of time.
The Theme
The theme is a larger concern than the plot, and is general, rather than specific. For the plot, we have
just sketched, for instance, we might say that the theme could be revenge, hatred, evil, etc.
Themes are usually linked to the emotions, which are unleashed by the plot. Some examples of
themes are love, greed, jealousy and a saying like ‘one good deed deserves another’, etc.
The theme is an overarching thread, which runs through the entire story. It is not deliberately referred
to and it is best to be able to pick out actions and/or speech by the characters which can provide
evidence of why you feel a particular issue is the theme of the story.
Narration and style of story
The narrator plays an important role in many short stories, taking the part of a character in the story.
Many short stories use the form of an omniscient third-person narrator. Such a narrator operates
from outside the story itself and recounts the story as if s/he knows everything about what happens
to everyone in the story and what they say or do.
Sometimes the narrator may be a character in the story and may tell the story through his/her eyes.
This means that the reader sees that character’s perceptions of everything that happens. This may be
biased and the reader needs to be aware of this. Very often, if this is the case, the narrator will also
speak in a particular accent or dialogue unique and peculiar to the setting of the story.
Sometimes the narrator, although speaking in first person will relate the story as an observer, rather
than someone involved in the action of the story itself.
Style relates to the type of language used and whether the writing is formal and complex or casual
and intimate. The type of vocabulary used, the dialect or colloquial language, the phrasing, the length
of the sentences and paragraphs, and the amount of description and dialogue can all alter the tone of
a story.
Other issues to note are:
Conflict: all stories have elements of conflict
Climax: This is the turning-point or major dramatic impact point in the story, and is usually not too
difficult to identify if one approaches the story logically. Sometimes, the climax appears in the last
lines, in other stories, the climax appears halfway through the story and then follows a slowing-down
and a falling away of the action.
For example:
beginning→build-up→action→build-up→action→climax→end
OR
beginning→build-up→action→climax→reaction→let-down→end
Importance of the title and how it relates to the story
Sometimes a title may be simply a title – at other times, the title may provide a key to the story, or
may serve to highlight one of the themes of the story, or point towards the victim or the perpetrator.
Often, we may need to read and understand the story in order to understand the title.
Context
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Not as much as with poetry, but similarly, it is often quite useful to know when the author lived and
wrote and what his personality and goals and desires were. This can help us to understand what drove
and/or influenced him to write about certain things, or to make specific references or to write a
particular kind of story such as a romantic story, a suspense or a crime story.
When you are asked to place extracts from a short story in context, this means that you are required
to understand not just what is represented in that specific extract, but also how it fits into the story
as a whole. You need to know where in the story the action of the extract takes place, and what
happens before and after it.
Setting /
Place

Generally, the action takes place in one central place. This is unlike a novel where
the action keeps shifting. Often the setting reveals the theme of the story.

Time

The action takes place over a short period of time. It may be one day, weekend, one
week, etc. In the Luncheon the action takes place within a few moments when the
narrator recalls an incident 20 years ago.

Plot/ Action

Generally, there is one main plot without any sub plots. The plot is the story’s
framework. You should be able to describe the main event of the story clearly. The
focus is on the main story without any confusing sub plots.
( Compare this with the novel Cry the Beloved Country)

Characters
and
characterizati
on

Generally, there is one central or main character. There are other characters but
they are not as important. Sometimes the writer describes two or maybe three
lesser characters. They are not usually described in detail.

Conflict

stories start with a problem or conflict. The main character has to make a choice or
stick to his/her principles despite pressure on him/her. This is often revealed in the
climax.
This is the turning-point or major dramatic impact point in the story. Sometimes, the
climax appears in the last lines, in other stories, the climax appears halfway through
the story and then follows a slowing-down and a falling away of the action.
Occurs after the climax. (Sometimes the climax is the end). All the loose ends are
tied up. (see comment above).

Climax:

Denouement
/ resolution
/end
Themes

We learn about the character by his /her actions and by what they do and say. (The
writer does not spend too much time describing the character.)

Short stories may have more than one main theme. This is linked to the plot.

Vocabulary

Look at how diction contributes to the overall effect of the story build up.

Symbolism

Are there any symbols which contribute to the understanding of the plot and
theme?

Other
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Activity 6.1 Groups of 6
Study the template above. Refer to the short story, A Glass Chip of Ruby by Nadine Gordimer and fill
in the blank template below. Be guided by the text and notes given.

Template: Elements of a Short Story
Title:

Writer:

Setting / Place
Time

Plot/ Action

Characters &
Characterization

Conflict

Climax:

Denouement /
resolution

Themes
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Vocabulary

Other

Activity 6.2 Discussion Plenary
Title: A Chip of Glass Ruby
Setting
“A Chip of Glass Ruby” is set in South Africa during the period of apartheid, a system
of racial segregation and discrimination that was formally established in the 1950s. Every citizen was
classified as either white, coloured (mixed race), Asian (of East Indian ancestry), or Bantu (native
black). Strictly enforced laws set limits on the lives of the nonwhite majority. The Group Areas Act
forced nonwhites to live in certain areas, and “pass laws” required black South Africans to carry passes
identifying where they could and could not go.
Summary: This short story is about a South African woman of Indian origin. Mrs Zanip Bamjee was of
Muslim faith and who lived with her husband, Mr Bamjee, her son Jimmy, and daughter Girlie. They
lived with other African and Indian families in a poor neighborhood. Zanip was a political activist who
helped people in need. One way she helped her community was by making leaflets and protesting
against the government. She did this because the black community was being taken away from their
homes. Her son Jimmy and her daughter, Girlie were by her side because they felt the same way about
the government as she did. Mr Bamjee, on the other hand, saw things differently and thought they
were going to get themselves into trouble. Mrs Bamjee was later arrested and imprisoned with other
activists who tried to make a difference. Mr. Bamjee began to wonder why he even married his wife,
and Girlie reminded him that he married her because Mrs Bamjee doesn’t want anybody to feel left
out, and no one else is like that.

A Chip of Glass Ruby
The key words (below) relate to the themes in the story. Discuss these themes by referring to
examples from the short story.
Sacrifice
Justice/ injustice
Family values
Racism
Political activity
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Activity 6.3
Read the extracts below and answer the questions set on each. The number of marks
allocated to each question serves as a guide to the expected length of your answer. (One
half of participants complete Extract 1 and the other half Extract 2) Volunteers review
answers.

Extract 1
When the duplicating machine was brought into the house, Bamjee said, “Isn’t it enough that you’ve
got
the Indians’ troubles on your back?” Mrs. Bamjee said, with a smile that showed the gap of a missing
tooth but was confident all the same, “What’s the difference, Yusuf? We’ve all got the same troubles.”
“Don’t tell me that. We don’t have to carry passes; let the natives protest against passes on their own;
there are millions of them. Let them go ahead with it.”
The nine Bamjee and Pahad children were present at this exchange as they were always; in the small
house that held them all as there was no room for privacy for the discussion of matters they were too
young to hear, and so they had never been too young to hear anything. Only their sister and halfsister, Girlie, was missing; she was the eldest, and married. The children looked expectantly,
unalarmed and interested, at Bamjee, who had neither left the room nor settled down again to the
task of rolling his own cigarettes, which had been interrupted by the arrival of the duplicator. He had
looked at the thing that had come hidden in a washbasket and conveyed in a black man’s taxi, and the
children turned on it too, their black eyes surrounded by thick lashes like those still, open flowers with
hairy tentacles that close on whatever touches them.
“A fine thing to have on the table where we eat,” was all he said at last. They smelled the machine
among them; a smell of cold black grease. He went out, heavily on tiptoe, in his troubled way.
“It’s going to go nicely on the sideboard!” Mrs. Bamjee was busy making a place by removing the two
pink glass vases filled with plastic carnations and the hand-painted velvet runner with the picture of
the Taj Mahal.
After supper she began to run off leaflets on the machine. The family lived in that room—the three
other rooms in the house were full of beds—and they were all there. The older children shared a
bottle of ink while they did their homework, and the two little ones pushed a couple of empty milk
bottles in and out the chair legs. The three-year-old fell asleep and was carted away by one of the
girls. They all drifted off to bed eventually; Bamjee himself went before the older children—he was a
fruit-and-vegetable hawker and was up at half past four every morning to get to the market by five.
“Not long now,” said Mrs. Bamjee. The older children looked up and smiled at him. He turned his back
on her. She still wore the traditional clothing of a Moslem woman, and her body, which was scraggy
and unimportant as a dress on a peg when it was not host to a child, was wrapped in the trailing rags
of a cheap sari, and her thin black plait was greased. When she was a girl, in the Transvaal town where
they lived still, her mother fixed a chip of glass ruby in her nostril; but she had abandoned that
adornment as too old-style, even for her, long ago.
She was up until long after midnight, turning out leaflets. She did it as if she might have been pounding
chilies.
Bamjee did not have to ask what the leaflets were. He had read the papers. All the past week Africans
had been destroying their passes and then presenting themselves for arrest. Their leaders were jailed
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on charges of incitement; campaign offices were raided— someone must be helping the few minor
leaders who were left to keep the campaign going without offices or equipment. What was it the
leaflets would say— “Don’t go to work tomorrow,” “Day of Protest,” “Burn Your Pass for Freedom”?
He didn’t want to see.

He was used to coming home and finding his wife sitting at the table deep in discussion with strangers
or people whose names were familiar by repute. Some were prominent Indians, like the lawyer, Dr.
Abdul Mohammed Khan, or the big businessman, Mr. Moonsamy Patel, and he was flattered, in a
suspicious way, to meet them in his house. As he came home from work next day, he met Dr. Khan
coming out of the house, a highly educated man—said to him, “A wonderful woman.” But Bamjee had
never caught his wife out in any presumption; she behaved properly, as any Moslem woman should,
and once her business with such gentlemen was over would never, for instance, have sat down to eat
with them. He found her now back in the kitchen, setting about the preparation of dinner and carrying
on a conversation on several different wavelengths with the children. “It’s really a shame if you’re
tired of lentils, Jimmy, because that’s what you’re getting— Amina, hurry up, get a pot of water
going—don’t worry, I’ll mend that in a minute; just bring the yellow cotton, and there’s a needle in
the cigarette box on the sideboard.
1. To what population group do the Bamjees belong? How do you know? (2)
2. Explain why the duplicating machine comes “hidden in a wash basket and conveyed
in a black man’s taxi”?

(2)

3. Refer to paragraph 4 (‘A fine thing to have on the dining-room table’).
3.1 Write down ONE WORD to describe Mr Bamjee’s tone in this line.

(1)

3.2 Explain why he uses this tone.
(2)
4. Refer to lines 23 - 35, (‘After supper she began … even for her, long ago’).
4.1Describe the kids’ activities that first night.

(2)

4.2 Why does the writer tell us about their activities in such detail?

(2)

4.3 How does the current Mrs Bamjee differ from the girl she was?

(2)

5. Refer to lines 36 – 37, (‘She did it … pounding chillies’).

(1)

5.1 Identify the figure of speech in these lines.
5.2 Explain how this figure of speech contributes to the meaning of these lines.

(2)

6. Refer to lines 38 - 43, (‘Bamjee did not have to ask … didn’t want to see’).
Identify and discuss the theme evident in these lines.
7. Refer to lines 44 - 52, (‘He was used to … to eat with them’).

(4)
(2)

7.1 Explain why the following statement is TRUE.
Mr Bamjee thinks highly of the visitors who come to his home during the day.
State TWO points.

(2)

7.2 How do these visitors influence his view of his wife?
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(2)

8. Describe Mrs Bamjee’s relationship with her children.

(3)

9. By referring to examples from the story, discuss the difference in the character traits
of Mr and Mrs Bamjee.

(4)

10. In your opinion, how is Yusuf Bamjee’s indifference to politics conveyed to the
reader?

(4)

EXTRACT 2
When the Special Branch knocked steadily on the door in the small hours of Thursday morning, he did
not wake up, for his return to consciousness was always set in his mind to half past four, and that
was more than an hour away. Mrs. Bamjee got up herself, struggled into Jimmy’s raincoat which was
hanging over a chair, and went to the front door. The clock on the wall—a wedding present when she
married Pahad—showed three o’clock when she snapped on the light, and she knew at once who it
was on the other side of the door. Although she was not surprised, her hands shook like a very old
person’s as she undid the locks and the complicated catch on the wire burglar-proofing. And then
she opened the door and they were there—two coloured policemen in plain clothes. “Zanip Bamjee?”
“Yes.”
As they talked, Bamjee woke up in the sudden terror of having overslept. Then he became conscious
of men’s voices. He heaved himself out of bed in the dark and went to the window, which, like the
front door, was covered with a heavy mesh of thick wire against intruders from the dingy lane it looked
upon. Bewildered, he appeared in the room, where the policemen were searching through a soapbox
of papers beside the duplicating machine. “Yusuf, it’s for me,” Mrs. Bamjee said.
At once, the snap of a trap, realization came. He stood there in an old shirt before the two policemen,
and the woman was going off to prison because of the natives. “There you are!” he shouted, standing
away from her. “That’s what you’ve got for it. Didn’t I tell you? Didn’t I? That’s the end of it now.
That’s the finish. That’s what it’s come to.” She listened with her head at the slightest tilt to one side,
as if to ward off a blow, or in compassion.
Jimmy, Pahad’s son, appeared at the door with a suitcase; two or three of the girls were behind him.
“Here, Ma, you take my green jersey.” “I’ve found your clean blouse.” Bamjee had to keep moving
out of their way as they helped their mother to make ready. It
was like the preparation for one of the family festivals his wife made such a fuss over; wherever he
put himself, they bumped into him.
1. What is the ‘Special Branch’? (line 1)

(1)

2.Refer to lines 2 – 3, (‘his return to consciousness … half past four’). What do these lines suggest
about Mr Bamjee’s attitude towards his family?

(2)

3. Give TWO examples from the extract to show that the Bamjees are not wealthy.

(2)

4. Write down ONE word which best describes Mrs Bamjee’s reaction to her arrest.

(1)

5. Refer to lines 7 – 8, (‘Although she was … the wire burglar-proofing’).
5.1Identify the figure of speech in these lines.

(1)

5.2Explain how this figure of speech contributes to the meaning of these lines.

(2)

6. Explain the irony of Mrs Bamjee’s arrest by ‘two coloured policeman’. (line 9).

(2)
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7. Refer to line 18, (‘At once, the snap of a trap, realization came’)?
7.1 What emotion does Mr Bamjee experience in this line?

(3)

7.2 Give a reason for your answer to QUESTION 7.1.

(1)

8. Refer to lines 23 – 27 (‘Jimmy, Pahad’s son … bumped into him’). Identify and discuss the theme
evident in these lines.
9. In your opinion, was Mrs Bamjee imprisoned ‘because of the natives’ as her husband claims in line
19? Discuss your views.

(3)

Extract 3
The girl nodded, the Woolworth baubles in her ears swinging. “That’s the first thing she told me when
I saw her yesterday—don’t forget it’s Bajie’s birthday tomorrow.”
He shrugged over it. “It means a lot to children. But that’s how she is. Whether it’s one of the old
cousins or the neighbour’s grandmother, she always knows when the birthday is. What importance is
my birthday, while she’s sitting there in a prison? I don’t understand how she can do the things she
does when her mind is always full of woman’s nonsense at the same time—that’s what I don’t
understand with her.”
“Oh, but don’t you see?” the girl said. “It’s because she doesn’t want anybody to be left out. It’s
because she always remembers; remembers everything— people without somewhere to live, hungry
kids, boys who can’t get educated— remembers all the time. That’s how Ma is.”
“Nobody else is like that.” It was half a complaint.
“No, nobody else,” said his stepdaughter.
She sat herself down at the table, resting her belly. He put his head in his hands. “I’m getting old”—
but he was overcome by something much more curious, by an answer. He knew why he had desired
her, the ugly widow with five children; he knew what way it was in which she was not like the others;
it was there, like the fact of the belly that lay between him and his family.
1. Explain why the following statement is FALSE. Prison life has a negative effect on Mrs Bamjee’s
relationship with her family. Give TWO points of evidence from the extract.
(2)
2. Choose the correct answer to complete the following sentence.
2.1When the narrator says Mr Bamjee ‘shrugged over it’ (line 3), he means Mr Bamjee feels …
A convinced
B satisfied
C puzzled
D sympathetic

(1)

2.2 Explain why Mr Bamjee feels this way.

(2)

3. Refer to lines 5 – 7, (‘I don’t understand … at the same time’).
3.1What ‘things’ is Mrs Bamjee involved with?
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(1)

3.2According to Mr Bamjee, what is ‘woman’s nonsense’
4. Considering the story as a whole, show how the character of Mr Bamjee changes.

(1)
(4)

5. In this story ordinary people are willing to sacrifice their comfort to stand up against
injustice. Discuss your opinion on this statement.

(4)

Section C
Teaching Drama: My Children! My Africa!
Educators may want to use these materials to guide their preparation
Who is Athol Fugard?
Athol Fugard is a South African director, actor, and writer of more than thirty plays. He is best
known for creating works confronting the racial segregation of apartheid in South Africa.
Fugard was born in 1932 and grew up in Port Elizabeth, South Africa raised by a South African
father of British descent and an Afrikaner mother. His father was a musician who was disabled
as a result of an accident. His mother ran a teashop, where she hired many black waiters, one
of who was a good friend to the young Fugard.
Fugard went to University of Cape Town, but he dropped out of college to hitchhike across
Africa and work as a deck hand on a ship. When he moved to Johannesburg, Fugard worked
as a clerk at the Native Commissioner’s Court. At the court Fugard witnessed the horrible
injustices committed by the courts. In 1961 it was The Blood Knot that earned Fugard
international attention as a playwright. After only one performance, the play was banned in
South Africa.
The South African government placed restrictions on his movements. of his theatre company.
Fugard continued to write plays against Apartheid, while Fugard’s plays gathered interest in
America and Europe. Fugard also acted in many of his plays.
In 1989, My Children! My Africa! premiered in Johannesburg. Fugard directed the production.
By the time he wrote the play the end of apartheid was in sight, but the country was engaged
in a fierce struggle. His daughter Lisa played Isabel in the productions abroad.
Fugard was quoted as saying of writing My Children! My Africa! “I think to a large extent it
came from watching Lisa dealing with the problems of growing up in South Africa- the
question of white guilt, the accident of a different color skin and the whole dilemma of the
country.”
Athol Fugard and his family lived in California, and he was a professor at University of
California, San Diego teaching playwriting, acting, and directing. He continues to write plays.
He returned to South Africa in 2012. “Good theater must educate the hearts and minds of the
audience.” – Athol Fugard
Setting
Thami and Mr. M in the Number One Classroom, Zolile High School in the Eastern Cape black
township in South Africa. Autumn, 1985
Synopsis
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In a classroom of the black Zolile High, Mr. M referees a student debate contesting that women
should not receive the same education as men. In favour is Thami, one of Mr. M's favourite
and most promising students. In opposition is Isabel, a white student visiting from an all-girls
school. Mr. M sees potential in the intellectual pairing of Isabel and Thami, and brings them
together as a team for the statewide English literature competition. As they prepare under Mr.
M's tutelage, Isabel gains immense respect and admiration for Mr. M and forms a deep
friendship with Thami.
Outside the classroom, Mr. M's hopes for Thami are challenged by their generational divide
and increasing political unrest under the South African government’s policy of apartheid.
Thami quits the competition when he joins a student movement to boycott the school until
blacks are given an education equivalent to that of whites. The tradition-bound Mr. M regards
Thami’s actions as destructive and cooperates with the white police by informing against the
boycotting students. Thami’s comrades retaliate; a mob approaches Zolile High School,
intending to kill Mr. M for his betrayal. Thami tries to help Mr. M escape by offering to vouch
for Mr. M’s innocence, but Mr. M refuses the protection of a lie and stands his ground. The
mob kills him.
Isabel struggles to comprehend why it seems the black community is tearing itself apart. She
sees Thami one last time after Mr. M’s murder. Thami plans to flee the country to avoid arrest
so that he can continue fighting against apartheid.
Characters
Anela Myalatya (Mr. M.)
Informally known as Mr. M, he is a highly-respected and beloved teacher at Zolile High School in
Camdeboo during Apartheid-era South Africa. Mr. M is Thami’s favorite teacher (and the latter is his
favorite student) and he desperately wants Thami to succeed, but fears that his involvement with a
bad crowd will bring him down. As a result, he tries to get Isabel to work with Thami in an interschool
literary competition in the hope of landing a scholarship for his favorite student.
Thami Mbikwana
In apartheid South Africa, to be young, gifted and black is not enough. Mr. M understands this, and so
does Thami. Unfortunately, Mr. M thinks the way out is a scholarship, while Thami becomes convinced
that words are not enough and so gets involved with an underground group of political activists
seeking to meet violence with violence.
Isabel Dyson
Isabel differs from both Mr. M and Thami in one very significant way: she is white. She also attends
Camdeboo High School, which is not just an all-girl school, but also an all-white school. She wins the
debate with Thami which opens the play, develops a friendship with him and comes between teacher
and student, both of whom she respects, when they enter into conflict with each other over how to
deal with the political reaction to apartheid.
Timeline: The History of Apartheid in South Africa
1497 - Vasco De Gama, Portuguese explorer, lands on the Natal Coast
1652 - The Dutch East India Company founds Cape Colony
1806 - The Dutch cede the territory to the British
1800s British colonial powers war with the Boers and Zulus, encouraged by the discovery of gold in Transvaal
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1902 - The fighting ends, Transvaal and Orange Free State become self-governing colonies
1910 - The Boer republics of Transvaal and Orange Free State join with British Colonies Cape and
Natal, creating the Union of South Africa
1912 - Native National Congress is founded (later the African National Congress, or ANC)
1913 - Land Act prevents blacks outside of Cape Province buying land except in designated reserves
1914 - National Party is founded (made up of Afrikaners, the descendants of the Dutch colonial
powers)
1919 - South West Africa (Namibia) comes under South African control
1948 - National Party takes power and imposes a policy of apartheid, or 'separateness'. The population
of South Africa was categorized and registered by race, and the Group Areas Act segregated residential
communities (sometimes forcibly), with blacks driven to specified townships.
1952 - The Pass Laws Act requires all black South Africans older than sixteen to carry a pass book
1953 - The Bantu Education Act segregates the school system and dictates separate curriculums for
white and black students
1955 - The ANC meets with the South African Indian Congress, the South African Congress of
Democrats, and the Coloured People's Congress in what was called the Congress of the People at
Kliptown and they officially adopt the Freedom Charter, a list of demands for racial equality in South
Africa, and plans campaigns of civil disobedience
1960 - Police open fire on a demonstration against the Pass Laws in Sharpeville: 69 are killed and
more than 200 wounded
1961 - Umkhonto we Sizwe, the ANC's militant wing, is founded
1964 - Nelson Mandela joins the ranks of South Africa's political prisoners when he is arrested and
sentenced to hard labour for the next twenty-seven years; South Africa is excluded from the Olympic
games, indicating increasing international disapproval of apartheid.
1970 - Bantu Homelands Citizenship Act revokes the citizenship of black Africans residing in the
Bantustans, and over the next decade more than three million people were forcibly relocated to those
regions
1976 - High school students protest the implementation of Afrikaans instruction in the classroom in
Soweto, and police kill hundreds of protesters, sparking riots all across the country
1984-1989 The townships continue to revolt and the government imposes a five-year state of emergency
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1989 - FW De Klerk is elected head of the National Party, then president of South Africa. He lifts the
ban on the ANC, releases political prisoners including Mandela, desegregates public facilities, and
begins talks about deconstructing apartheid
1991 - Remaining Apartheid laws are repealed
1994 - In South Africa's first full free election, the ANC takes power and Nelson Mandela becomes
Education under Apartheid
In 1953, the South African government passed the Bantu Education Act, which ended the
autonomy of black schools and brought them under the influence of apartheid. Previously,
state-aided missionaries ran 90% of schools. Minister of Native Affairs Dr. Hendrik F. Verwoerd
explained the newly imposed curriculum, saying: There is no space for him [the ‘Native’] in the
European Community above certain forms of labor. For this reason, it is of no avail for him to
receive training which has its aim in the absorption of the European Community, where he
cannot be absorbed. Until now he has been subjected to a school system which drew him
away from his community and misled him by showing him the greener pastures of European
Society where he is not allowed to graze.
Native African students were separated from the well-funded white education system and
topics of instruction were restricted. In particular, tribal African culture and identity could no
longer be taught in schools. While the average teacher to student ratio in a white school was
1:18, in black schools the ratio was 1:46 in 1955. Only 15% of teachers in black schools were
certified to teach, compared to 96% in white schools. By 1970, black schools received only one
tenth of the per capita government funding compared to white schools.
Activity 7 (A)
Discussion Questions: Educators present their view to the plenary about their views
on the questions below:
1. With which character do you think you will most identify? Why?
2. What do you believe in so much that you would be willing to fight for it?
3. Do you think violence is ever justified? When and why?
4. If you were a playwright writing about your own community, what are the issues you would
feature in your plays?
Activity 7 (B) Discussion Questions
1. How do you feel about the Bantu Education Act?
2. Where do you see imbalance or injustice in your own education or society?
3. What do you think you can do about it?
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Activity 7 (C) Read out words and elicit responses for common understanding:
An educator will facilitate
Aikona

this activity: How many did you know?

no!

Apartheid an official policy of racial segregation practiced in South Africa from
1948-1994 involving political, legal, and economic discrimination against non-whites.
Afrikaans

one of the official languages of South Africa, developed from the 17century.

Afrikaner descendants of the original Dutch settlers who arrived at the Cape from 1652.
Amandla Xhosa and Zulu word meaning “power”
Baas

boss or master

Bantu

official term for black South Africans and their language.

Coloured defined in South Africa as anyone of mixed racial descent
Comrades fellow members of an activity or organization, in South Africa this word was primarily used in the
struggle against apartheid.
Confucius (551-479 BCE) Confucius was a Chinese philosopher, teacher, and politician. His philosophy put
emphasis on morality (both person and political), sincerity, and justice.
Dom pass passbook, ID book for black people under apartheid.
Indaba

Zulu and Xhosa word meaning “matter” or “business”

Inkululeko Xhosa and Zulu word meaning “freedom”
Isiqalo Zulu and Xhosa word meaning “beginning”
Ja

yes

Karoo a vast semi-desert region in the heart of South Africa; “Karoo’ is a Khoi word meaning “place of little
water”; few plant grow on the dry mountains, but farms thrive in the valleys and lowlands.
Location

township; black ghetto; segregated area on outskirts of town or city.

Mealie-pap

a traditional South African porridge made from maize

Platteland

the rural areas of South Africa

Pondoks

shanty

Qhumisa

fume

Tshisa

burn

Vetkoek

an Afrikaner pastry typically filled with meat or spread with jam (p.61) White South African – of

European descent.
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Activity 8 Reading in parts and discussion
Study the extract below and answer the questions that follow
Act 2, Scene 1 from My Children! My Africa!
Thami’s beliefs continue to be challenged after Mr. M witnesses a heated discussion
between Isabel and Thami about the boycott.
THAMI: The Comrades are imposing a discipline which our struggle needs at this point. There is no
comparison between that and the total denial of our freedom by the white government. They have
been forcing on us an inferior education in order to keep us permanently suppressed. When our
struggle is successful there will be no more need for the discipline the Comrades are demanding.
MR. M (Grudging admiration): Oh Thami, you learn your lessons so well! The "revolution" has only
just be-gun and you are already word perfect. So then tell me, do you think I agree with this inferior
"Bantu Education" that is being forced on you?
THAMI: You teach it, so!
MR. M: But unhappily so! Most unhappily, unhappily so! Don't you know that? Did you have your
fingers in your ears the thousand times I've said so in the classroom? Where were you when I stood
there and said I regarded it as my duty, my deepest obligation to you young men and women to
sabotage it, and that my conscience would not let me rest until I had succeeded. And I have! Yes, I
have succeeded! I have got irrefutable proof of my success. You! Yes. You can stand here and accuse
me, unjustly, because I have also had a struggle and I have won mine. I have liberated your mind in
spite of what the Bantu Education was trying to do to it. Your mouthful of big words and long
sentences which the not-so-clever Comrades are asking you to speak and write for them, your
wonderful eloquence at last night's meeting which got them all so excited-yes, I heard about it! You
must thank me for all of that, Thami.
THAMI: No I don't. You never taught me those lessons.
MR. M: Oh I see. You have got other teachers have you?
THAMI: Yes. Yours were lessons in whispering. There are men now who are teaching us to shout.
Those little tricks and jokes of yours in the classroom liberated nothing. The struggle doesn't need the
big English words you taught me how to spell.
MR. M: Be careful, Thami. Be careful! Be careful! Don't scorn words. They are sacred! Magical! Yes,
they are. Do you know that without words a man can't think? Yes, it's true. Take that thought back
with you as a present from the despised Mr. M and share it with the Comrades. Tell them the
difference between a man and an animal is that Man thinks, and he thinks with words. Consider the
mighty ox. Four powerful legs, massive shoulders, and a beautiful thick hide that gave our warriors
shields to protect them when they went into battle. Think of his beautiful head, Thami, the long horns,
the terrible bellow from his lungs when he charges a rival! But it has got no words and therefore it is
stupid! And along comes that funny little hairless animal that has got only two thin legs, no horns and
a skin worth nothing and he tells that ox what to do. He is its master and he is that because he can
speak! If the struggle needs weapons give it words Thami. Stones and petrol bombs can't get inside
those armored cars.
Words can. They can do something even more devastating than that... they can get inside the heads
of those inside the armored cars. I speak to you like this because if I have faith in anything, it is faith
in the power of the word. Like my master, the great Confucius, I believe that, using only words, a man
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can right a wrong and judge and execute the wrongdoer. You are meant to use words like that. Talk
to others. Bring them back into the classroom. They will listen to you. They look up to you as a leader.
THAMI: No, I won't. You talk about them as if they were a lot of sheep waiting to be led. They know
what they are doing. They'd call me a traitor if I tried to persuade them otherwise.
MR. M: Then listen carefully Thami. I have received instructions from the department to make a list
of all those who take part in the boycott. Do you know what they will do with that list when all this is
over…because don't fool yourself Thami, it will be. When your boycott comes to an inglorious end like
all the others…they will make all of you apply for readmission and if your name is on that list (He leaves
the rest unspoken).
THAMI: Will you do it? Will you make that list for them?
MR. M: That is none of your business.
THAMI: Then don't ask me questions about mine.
MR. M (His control finally snaps. He explodes with anger and bitterness): Yes, I will! I will ask you all
the questions I like. And you know why? Because I am a man and you are a boy. And if you are not in
that classroom tomorrow you will be a very, very silly boy.
THAMI: Don't call me names, Mr. M.
MR. M: No? Then what must I call you? Comrade Thami? Never! You are a silly boy now, and without
an education you will grow up to be a stupid man!
For a moment it looks as if Thami is going to leave without saying anything more but he changes his
mind and confronts Mr. M for the last time.
THAMI: The others called you names at the meeting last night. Did your spies tell you that?
Government stooge, sellout, collaborator. They said you licked the white man's arse and would even
eat his shit if it meant keeping your job. Did your spies tell you that? I tried to stop them saying those
things. Don't wait until tomorrow to make your list Mr. M. You can start now. Write down the first
name: Thami Mbikwana.
Thami leaves.
1. Write down one word to describe Thami’s feelings in the extract.

(1)

2.

(2)

State two things that Thami communicates to Mr M.

3. Describe the relationship between Thami and Mr M as shown in the extract.

(2)

4.

Discuss two ways in which Thami and Mr M are different.

(4)

5.

Identify and discuss the theme of the play, evident in this extract.

(3)

6. Both Mr M and Thami express very different ways of bringing about change in Apartheid
South Africa. Which of these characters would you agree with and say why?

(3)

7. The play, My Children! My Africa! is set in South Africa in 1984. Is this play still relevant?
Should it be studied in schools today? Discuss your views.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1
Consider the cognitive levels of the questions. The list of cognitive levels of questions (below
is included in the tracker.

COGNITIVE
LEVEL

ACTIVITY

PERCENTAGE
OF TASK

Literal

Questions that deal with information explicitly stated in the text. The
following are examples:

Levels 1 & 2:
40%

(Level 1)



Name the things/people/places/elements …



State the facts/reasons/points/ideas …



Identify the reasons/persons/causes …



List the points/facts/names/reasons …



Describe the place/person/character …



Relate the incident/episode/experience …

Reorganisation
(Level 2)

Inference
(Level 3)

Questions that require analysis, synthesis or organisation of information
explicitly stated in the text. The following are examples:


Summarise the main points/ideas/pros/cons…



Group the common elements/factors …



State the similarities/differences …



Give an outline of …

Questions that require learners to interpret messages that are not explicitly
stated by linking information from different parts of a text or relating clues
in a text to their prior knowledge or experience and drawing conclusions. The
following are examples:


Suggest why X (a character in a story) acted in this way.



What is the likely outcome of X’s actions?



What do X’s comments reveal about her attitude to …?



Is the situation described in the text similar to or different from
what people experience in South Africa?
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Level 3: 40%

Evaluation

These questions deal with judgements concerning value and worth. These
include judgements regarding reality, credibility, facts and opinions, validity,
logic and reasoning, and issues such as the desirability and acceptability of
decisions and actions in terms of moral values. The following are a few of
many possible examples:

(Level 4)



Do you think that what happens is realistic/likely/possible?



Is the character’s attitude/behaviour/action
acceptable to you? Give reasons for your answer.



Is the writer justified in suggesting that …? Give a reason for your
answer.



Does the writer provide a coherent argument to support her views?



Through his choice of words what does the writer want you to
believe/do? Are you persuaded by these words? Give a reason for
your answer.

Appreciation

justifiable

Levels 4 & 5:
20%

or

(Level 5)
These questions focus on a candidate’s personal response (including
emotional and aesthetic responses) to a text. The following are a few of many
possible examples:


Discuss/comment
on
the
language/imagery/metaphors …



Discuss your response to the incident/situation/conflict/dilemma …



Do you empathise with character X? What action/decision would
you have taken if you had been in the same situation?

writer’s

use

of

Appendix 2
ENGLISH FIRST ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE P2
Suggestions for improvement
(a) The structure of the question paper has not changed recently and will remain unchanged even when
the prescribed texts change. Candidates should be taught to choose the right questions when they sit for
the examination. Teachers should expose their learners to question papers containing questions from
texts they have not studied in the mid-year examination and again in the September trial examination.
(b) Teachers must apply the same marking principles from the earlier grades on. Learners must be taught
that if they are asked for TWO points, they must choose the two points that are most likely to be credited.
The choice can never be left to the marker as that would lead to innumerable unfair practices.
(c) Candidates cannot acquire insight into the texts without having mastered knowledge of the content.
Even the short stories and poetry have to be studied in detail and no teacher should expect learners to
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do this at home without these texts being taught and guidance given to learners. The short stories may
be short, but the detail has to be taught and studied – the characters in the short stories are often not
very complex, but they are all important.
(d) At Grade 12 level, candidates are expected to do more than merely identify stylistic devices. This is
clearly stipulated on pp 31 – 32 of the CAPS document. Teachers must ensure that their learners can
not only name such devices, but they have to be able to comment on how these devices enrich the texts.
(e) Characterisation must be taught in context – a character trait cannot be attributed to a character without
Themes should not merely be memorised without insight. Teachers must show learners how the various
relevant theme in the given extract, and also gain the skill of isolating events which support a certain
theme from a text.
(g) Teachers have to guide learners to discover all the layers of literature, and ensure that by the time they
is one of the aspects they must be exposed to – if they do not know this, a large part of the enjoyment
of the text they are working with, will be lost.
(h) they are confronted with the question paper and so that the jargon of the examination does not become
an obstacle.
(i) literary texts, they should be able to form and express opinions based on the texts.

Appendix 3 Poetry

Sonnet 18
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Questions
1

Refer to the structure of the poem.
(a) What type of sonnet is this?
(b) Discuss the structure of this sonnet.

2

Refer to lines 7 – 9 (‘And every fair … shall not fade’)

3

(a) In these lines the speaker argues that, unlike the beauty of everything else, his beloved’s
beauty will …
A diminish.
B fade.
C increase.
D unappealing.
(b) Using your OWN words give TWO reasons from these lines why beauty usually fades.
7

Refer to the poem as a whole.
In your opinion, how does the speaker convince the reader that his beloved’s beauty is eternal?

Appendix 4
Death Anonymous (Poet Unknown)
1. Pre- Reading
1.1 The opening line of the poem: “One night as I lay on my bed” “is drawn from an old English
traditional folk song”. Do you have any traditional songs in your home language, songs that
are passed on from generation to generation? The poem you will be reading is about ‘Death’.
1.2 what do you feel about death?
2. While – Reading
2.1 Form/Structure
2.1.1 A quick scanning of the poem reveals features of the structure of the poem? 5 stanzas
have a regular rhyme scheme and lines of almost equal length
2.1.2 What is the rhyme scheme? aa bb.cc dd……
2.1.3 Indicate the imperfect rhymes in the poem
2.2 Teacher reads poem aloud to draw attention to the regular meter, and the rhyme and discusses
how the tone and his altitude to the death is indicated by these structural features.
2.3 Language
2.3.1 Show how each sentence in (Stanzas 2,3 and 4) corresponds to a stanza
2.3.2 Note that in each of the last four stanzas the contrast between what is intended and
what actually takes place is signaled by a conjunction. Name the conjunction.
2.3.3 Give other examples of repetition in the poem and explain the effect these have on
the tone of the poem.
2.3.4 The language of the poem, both in the grammar and the choice of words, is a mixture
of old and modern English. Give examples of this and show how it also tells us about
the writer’s attitude to the subject of death.
2.3.5 Images
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2.3.6

2.3.7
2.3.8

Death is personified four times in the poem-complete the following sentences by
indicating the various activities in which death is present.
 Stanza 2 – Death can happen while ______________
 Stanza 3 – Death can happen while ______________
 Stanza 4 – Death can happen while ______________
 Stanza 5 – Death can happen while ______________
From the above activities write a sentence about the power of death.
What does the poem teach us about ‘Death’?

Appendix 5
The last breath by Sam Kahiga
Sam Kahiga is an author, musician, painter, film maker and cartoonist who is yet to be properly
recognised in Kenya. His place in the gallery of East African fiction, however, has been fairly
secure. Some of his books — Dedan Kimathi, the Real Story; The Girl From Abroad and Potent
Ash, a collection of short stories he co-published with his brother, the late Leonard Kibera —
invariably find mention in a variety of university courses on East African literature. One of the
stories that stand out, in simplicity and style is Sam Kahiga’s “Last Breath”. It is told from a young
man’s perspective. He has fallen in love with this beautiful blind girl. His terminally ill father
doesn’t seem jazzed by that fact but in the end he ‘gives her eyes’.
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Appendix 4
EXTRACT 1
1.

(1)
AND
Mrs Bamjee wore a sari. ./ Mr Bamjee says his wife is deaing the Indian people's problems. ./ They do not have to carry
passes. ./
NOTE: accept any ONE of the above.
(1)

2.

Police would confiscate the machine if they saw it. ./ They would suspect it will be
used to print illegal documents. ./

(2)

3.1Sarcastic ./

(1)

3.2 He was not in favour of having the duplicator in the house. ./ He did not want to be involved
with political activities. ./
Their house was small/ couldn't accommodate a duplicator. ./

(2)

3.

4.

Indian population group. ./

4.1 The older ones were doing their homework. ./ The younger ones were playing with empty milk
bottles. ./ One daughter tended to a sleeping sibling. ./ NOTE: Accept any TWO of the
above.

(2)
(2)

4.2 It shows that the children lived in a peaceful home. ./ They were well-cared for../

5.

4.3 As a child she was submissive. As an adult she is a modern-thinker/ expresses her own
opinions.
5.1 Simile
5.2 She does her political work with the same passion as she cares for her family.././
OR
Her political activism and family duties are equally important to her.././

6.

(2)
(1)

2
()

Political Activism/ Racism/ Justice/ Injustice ./
Mrs Bamjee was printing anti-apartheid leaflets. Black were fighting against discriminatory Apartheid laws. Blacks
were arrested for political activities. ./ ./ ./
(4)

7.

7.1He trusted them with his wife. ./
He felt privileged to have them in his house. ./

(2)

7.2He did not accuse her of cheating on him. ./

2
()

He regarded her as a respectful muslim woman. ./
8.

She had a close relationship with her children. ./
She did not hide anything from them/ spoke openly about politics in their presence../
She cared for their physical well-being. ./

9.

Mr Bamjee

•
•
•

passive ./ - non-political ./
Indifferent ./ - Not concerned about the
plight of the black./

(3)

Mrs Bamjee

•
•

Radical ./ - prints political leaflets ./
Kind; dutiful ./ - cares for the well- being
of her children. ./

Bad tempered ./ - blames the
blacks for his wife's arrest./

10. Open-ended.
Accept a relevant response which shows an understanding of the following aspects
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(4)

of Yusuf Bamjee’s character, among others:
He is not concerned about supporting blacks in the struggle against apartheid.
He discourages his wife from supporting blacks.
He feels content that Indians were not required to carry passes.
He is not in favour of having the duplicating machine in the house.
He did not want to see the content of the leaflets. (4)
EXTRACT 2
1.

A police unit set up to deal with anti-apartheid groups. /

2.

He was dedicated/worked very hard/ would do anything. / /

3.

W

4.

(1)
(2)

Wore Jimmy's raincoat as a nightgown. ./ Their house overlooked a
dingy lane. ./
Mr Bamjee wore an old shirt. ./
NOTE: Accept any TWO of the above.

(2)

5.

Acceptance/ submissive ./

(1)

6.

5.1 Simile./

(1)

5.2It shows how fearful ./ she was of being arrested. ./

(2)

One would expect her to be arrested by white policeman. ./ The
coloured policeman were also victims of apartheid. ./

(2)

7.1Shock/ fear/ distress ./

(1

7.

8.

7.2 Even though she expected the security police to arrest his wife, it was actually
now happening. ./
9.

10.

.(1)

Family values/ Family relationships. /
Mrs Bamjee’s children were concerned about her well-being while in prison. They willingly assisted their
mother to pack all the essentials. ./ ./

(3)

Open-ended Accept a relevant response which shows an understanding of the following aspects of
Mrs Bamjee’s arrest, among others:

•
•
•

The person/s responsible for Mrs Bamjee's arrest.
Her role she played in her own arrest
Mr Bamjee's critical/ judgmental/ indifferent attitude towards blacks
Extract 3
1. She still remembered her husband’s birthday. She ensured that nobody felt left out.
2. 2.1 C/puzzled
2.2 He cannot understand how his wife still manages to remember birthdays while
she is suffering in prison.
3. 3.1 Political activism/ attending political meeting/ printing leaflets(1)
3.2 Trivial matters/ birthdays
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(3)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)

4. At the beginning of the story he is angry/ has a negative/ indifferent attitude towards
his wife’s political activities.
By the end of the story he appreciates the fact that his wife is different from others/
that she cares for her family, despite being imprisoned.
5. Open-ended.
Accept a relevant response which shows an understanding of the following aspects,
among others:
Mrs Bamjee is an ordinary person, taking the risk to be arrested in her fight
against apartheid.
She sacrifices her family life.
She balances her family life and her work as a political activist.
She does not compromise with her husband.
Other prominent Indians also supported the cause.
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(4)

(4)

Refer to the short story: The last breath by Sam Kahiga
Complete the Plot Structure below: For greater understanding, groups may want to
refer to the detailed explanations this Plot Structure.
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My Children, My Africa
Refer to the drama, My Children, My Africa and plot the events on the diagram below: Use
text & information below

My Children, My Africa
My Children! My Africa! is a two-act play written by Athol Fugard, a white South African
playwright who has written over 30 plays. There are only three characters in the play: a white
South African teenage girl, a black South African teenage boy, and the teen boy's teacher. The
play takes place in Camdembo, South Africa in 1985, and it explores the rising tensions between
black people and the apartheid government, and more generally between blacks and whites at
the end of apartheid South Africa.
The play was first performed at the Market Theatre, Johannesburg, in 1989, with Fugard
directing. The play was performed in the early 1990's in London and New York City.
My Children! My Africa! was greatly influenced by Fugard's own experience as a white person
in South Africa during apartheid. Like Isabel, the white character in the play, Fugard grew up
with
black South Africans working for his family, and was affected by the way others saw his
relationship specifically to a worker named Sam with whom he was close. As an adult, Fugard
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worked with a group of amateur black actors in a ghetto outside Johannesburg, which got him
interested in doing activist theatre specifically critiquing segregation.
Fugard's daughter Lisa starred as Isabel in the early London and New York City productions
of My Children! My Africa! which was fitting since Fugard has said in interviews that much of
the play was based on watching his daughter grow up and navigate issues of colour, politics,
and guilt in apartheid era South Africa.
My Africa by Athol Fugard is a story about generational conflict over the most effective means
for ending apartheid in South Africa. This leads to an explosive confrontation between a gifted
but impatient black township youth and his devoted but "old fashioned" black teacher. The
unexpected involvement of a young white woman who befriends and learns from both men
strips away the political trappings to reveal the human trauma at the heart of South
Africa's tragedy.
Symbol/Motif
Waking Up
The School Bell
Importance of Word Choice
The Dictionary
Tea
Themes
Race
Race is the most prominent theme in My Chidren! My Africa!. Athol Fugard is a white South
African, who saw the impact of apartheid through the experiences of his black friends and black
actors in a theatre group he worked with. He wrote My Children! My Africa! to expose some of
the ongoing struggles of apartheid in the 1980s, particularly related to education. Apartheid
laws kept black South Africans from the spaces and resources to which whites had privileged
access. In My Children! My Africa!, two of the characters are black, and one is white. Isabel, the
white character, initially thinks that the black characters will be grateful to her for visiting their
school and will not equal her intelligence and personhood. However, she comes to love both
Thami and Mr. M, and recognize through them the way the difficulty and importance of the
struggle against apartheid. Thami and Mr. M are both proud of their race and their racial
heritage, even if they have different ideologies about what it is necessary for an individual to
do to end apartheid.
Education
In South Africa at the time shown in My Children! My Africa! schools for white and black South
Africans were completely segregated. This is shown in the play by Isabel and Thami attending
different schools, and the fact that Thami did not receive an equal education to Isabel is shown
by Isabel's shock and disgust at how simple and dull Thami's school seems. However, the play
shows that even black South Africans raised in these segregated areas had the intellect to
succeed in academics and in life, if the government would have allowed them the chance them.
The subject of teaching and teachers is also very important to the play. All of the characters are
either teachers or students, and the traditional relationship between teachers and students is
shown through the characters of Thami and Mr. M. Mr. M keeps an emotionally distant
relationship and often tells Isabel that he will tell Thami what to do rather than ask him.
Secretly, Mr. M tells Isabel that Thami is his favourite student and that his biggest goal, after all
his years of teaching, is for Thami to succeed.
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Loyalty
Thami's loyalties to different people are tested throughout the play. At the beginning, Thami's
strongest loyalty is perhaps to Mr. M. He does as Mr. M wishes, competing in debate and
leading Mr. M to believe that he might go on to higher education. However, he also knows that
he must be loyal to himself and his people, and he starts to feel conflicted about the education
system set up by the government for black South Africans. Once Isabel enters his life, he is also
loyal to her for some time. They practice together for their competition, meeting regularly and
supporting one another by researching and studying. However, after some time, he breaks her
loyalty as a teammate and friend by quitting the team and saying that he probably cannot see
her anymore. His loyalties have been pulled away from both Isabel and Mr. M by his new loyalty
to the Comrades and the Cause, which come to dominate his life choices.
Friendship
The theme of friendship in My Children! My Africa! is most salient in the friendship that
develops and then falters between Isabel and Thami. Though separated by race and gender, it
seems at the beginning of the play that they will beat the odds and form not only a successful
team but a friendship, or even a closer relationship. However, when Thami joins the Comrades,
they want him to break off any contact with white people, and he must drop off the team and
even tells Isabel that they shouldn't see each other at all any more. Isabel tells him, "You used
the word friendship a few
minutes ago. It's a beautiful word and I'll do anything to make it true for us. But don't let's
cheat, Thami. If we can't be open and honest with each other and say what is in our hearts,
we've got no right to use it" (p.51). One of the questions raised by the play is whether Thami
and Isabel's friendship could have worked out, given their many differences and the tense
moment in South Africa's history. In any case, because the Comrades believe that friendships
between whites and blacks are against the Cause, Thami feels that he has no choice.
Politics
Some would say that all works of art are political in nature. However, some pieces of literature
are written with the explicit purpose of challenging people's political views and awareness of
political issues. My Children! My Africa! is an example of such a play. Athol Fugard wrote the
play based on the experiences of black people he knew and his daughter's experience growing
up as a white women during apartheid. The play asks about the individual's responsibility in
relation to questions of social justice. Mr. M believes that a broken or prejudiced political
system must be attacked from the inside, with knowledge. In contrast, Thami believes that such
a political system must be destroyed with force. Isabel's relationship to the political issue of
apartheid was perhaps most analogous to the audiences who first saw Fugard's play. They were
bystanders to the political issue, perhaps directly benefited by the dominant political system.
Isabel becomes aware of the political problems that she ignored as a child, but does not involve
herself in actually dismantling the system, involving herself in neither Mr. M or Thami's
ideologies of change.
Names
One's name holds a piece of one's identity, and having many names often shows the many
different relationships one has with others. In My Children! My Africa! one crucial aspect of
names is how they reveal one's heritage as Bantu or English, which correlates highly with one's
race. Isabel struggles to pronounce Mr. M's full name and the names of others in Thami's class,
showing how uncomfortable she is pronouncing Bantu words, since she is white, comes from
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an English-speaking family, and attends an English-speaking school for white children. Thami
and Mr. M, on the other hand, have no problem pronouncing Isabel's name or the names of
any of the authors they discuss; white, Western culture is a constant presence in their lives. Mr.
M even shortens his name purposefully so that all students can pronounce it, even though he
is strict and traditional about most things in his classroom.
One can also choose the name they are called or gain a name as part of their reputation. Thami
and Mr. M discuss this in Act II, Scene 1. Mr. M calls Thami a "silly boy" (p.65) and when Thami
tells him not to, he asks if he should call him "Comrade Thami"(p.65) instead. This is because
the resistance fighters called themselves comrades; Mr. M uses this title ironically, to
emphasize Thami's link to them. Thami counters that people call Mr. M names: "stooge, sellout, collaborator "(p.66). Again, these names are said to hurt Mr. M by linking these ideas to
his identity.
Childhood and Coming of Age
Childhood is one of the most important themes in My Children! My Africa!, as might be guessed
from the appearance of the word "children" in the play's title. The play can be seen as a
"Bildungsroman" or coming-of-age literature, since over the course of the play both Thami and
Isabel mature in many ways. Thami makes the life decision not to further his education but
instead to leave the country and join a movement of black people fighting physically for change.
Isabel realizes how closed-minded she was throughout her childhood, interacting with black
people only rarely and with them in service roles. She comes to see Thami as a close friend and
Mr. M as a mentor.
The theme of childhood is stressed through flashbacks. Thami tells a story to the audience
about how he used to love school when in Second Form, and was even asked to read an essay
he wrote to the entire school. He takes the audience through his growth from Second through
Tenth Form; he progresses from enthusiasm to cynicism about the education system. Mr. M
also tells a flashback story about when he was around ten years old, around the same age Thami
was in his story, when he argues with Thami in their last scene together. Mr. M tells Thami
about the teacher who inspired him to love books, showing how little Mr. M changed, following
that inspiration to read and teach until it brings him to his death.
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